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Invitation

Concentric circles of expanding emotion
Fluttering wings of butterflies in motion

Light breath hastened by excitement
Trembling hands eager to find you

Soft body seeking your touch
Fine hair leaving waves in the sand

Warm lips melt your shyness away
Tears of love invite you to stay
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Writing love

Dip your pen in the pool of my glance
Find within me the ink of our feelings

Punctuate with kisses the end of each stance
Leave questions to those who seek meaning

Trace gently the contours of my face
With metaphors as soft as a whisper
Let imperatives determine the pace

And the turns of the dance we will follow   
Twirl gently loose strands of my hair

Wrap my body in long phrases, rich symbols
Let your feelings flow through your words

Sign your name in the folds of my being
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Holding hands

When you placed your little hand in mine
I understood that gesture meant unity and protection

And found sustenance and shelter in your gentle touch
As our fingers interlaced, separated, grasped

My moist palm grazed the softness of your skin
Then I lifted my arm to bring your hand to my lips

And that chaste, reverent kiss was my sacred vow
To support, respect, cherish and uplift you tomorrow

As much as I need, love and desire you today
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Roots and air

The morning dew
Sparkles upon my finger

A treasure of emotion
I only need from you
The richness of desire

Warms up cooler evenings
And nights that tremble softly

In the briskness of the air
Sometimes when you’re asleep 

I extend my body upwards
Drawn by the luminous magic
Of stars that silently tempt me 

With their majestic height
I bend, turn, stretch, move 

With the smooth suppleness 
Of a vine faithfully winding 

Around her loyal trunk
You plant yourself in me
In you I find my shelter

From life’s harshest storms
In the disarming intimacy 

Of our communication
We find each other’s roots

While breathing the fresh air
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Sleeping

Your body conforms to my shape
Sinuous, soft, protecting 

Each other with a sleepy hand
Resting absentmindedly 

Upon the hollow of a receptive waist
My hair flowing beneath your cheek

Tell me, my love, who needs a pillow
When my whole being enfolds you 

With the cool lightness of silk
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My voyage to you

Delicate lips
Quivering under

My touch
The moistness I seek

Embraces me 
Inviting and warm

Flickering tongue
Absorbed in the

Hollow of mouth
Lapping the shores

Of these lands
Made for love

I let the flow
And the movement

Of your breath
Warm up my life

As wondering hands
Explore on their own

Adored and familiar sites 
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Incantation

You can trust me
With eyes shut

You can love me 
With total abandon
You can lean on me

With all of your weight
I will guide you

I will cherish you
I will carry you 

Today, tomorrow and forever
I believe in mortal infinity

As prophets believe
In the blind visions 

They silently channel
In their incantations 

The truth is clear as day
I woke up to life 

With our explosion of feelings
And that is how, my sweetheart

I will leave this world
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The only way I like distance

The only way I like distance
Is protected by your gentle hand

When it cups my little breast
Giving me nourishment and life

Then my eyes can wonder
Past the soft blur of your face

Pressed so close to mine 
That I can barely see you

And as my lips cling hopefully 
To the sweetness of your mouth

My gaze flows, fading
Blissfully into the distance

The only way I like distance
Is enchanted by your velvet voice

When it soothes my ear
With its unbearable whispers

Then my mind can wonder 
Past the softness of your tone

Brushing my cheek so warmly 
That I can barely hear you

And as my heart beats wildly
To each word you say

I contemplate abstractly
The virtues of distance T
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The sweetness of your words

Give me the sweetness of your words
With the tip of your tongue

Let them glide into my mouth 
Smoothly, wetly, generously

Let me savor the flavor of your thought
In the tingles that run through my being

In the  feelings that condense into tears
Unarticulated, overwhelming, dense

Molecules of emotion too large 
To flow through the pores of my skin

Pent up inside, but ready to burst
At your most delicate touch

At a barely whispered word
Into an unbearable surge of desire

Into the secret poetry that only
Our two bodies strained with the effort

Of an almost forgotten, soothing motion
That suckles the honey, the milk, and the spirit

From the sweetness of your words
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To the very last 

I’m just a tiny leaf 
Trembling in the wind
Small, brittle, and frail

The brisk autumn air 
Whistles through me 

Moves me, mourns me
With its last love song 
Viscous tears of amber

Glow around me, sparkle
Recalling the warmth
The light and the fire 

Of seasons forever lost
With my tiny stem

Bending in the rain
I cling to your branch
My life, my only love

To the very last
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